The Anatomy of Excellence

"Hands to Mend the Heart," the story of open heart surgery at the Medical Center, is the first in a new series of articles devoted to areas of excellence within the University of Oklahoma.

Life in a Greene House

If the Herb Greene home is abstract, it's no accident; it's the result of careful planning to present nature in abstract form and yet fulfill a family's living needs.

Liberal Arts: Relic or Hope?

Is the study of the liberal arts merely a relic of the past, or is it the hope of the future? Dr. Robert K. Carr gave his answer to this question in his address to O.U.'s 1961 Phi Beta Kappas.

The 1961 Big Red Forecast

Again this year the Sooner Magazine has encouraged its faithful forecaster David Burrr to go out on a limb with a prediction of the season's football fortunes for the Big Red.
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THE COVER: September means many things to all sorts of people. To professors, it means classes; to parents, it means packing the children off to school, and to this energetic cheerleader and her enthusiastic followers, September means football.
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